Elucidating the microscopic origin of nematic order in iron-based superconducting materials is important because the interactions that drive nematic order may also mediate the Cooper pairing 1 .
2
tering to study structurally the simplest iron-based superconductor FeSe (ref. 7) , which displays a nematic (orthorhombic) phase transition at T s = 90 K, but does not order antiferromagnetically.
Our data reveal substantial stripe spin fluctuations, which are coupled with orthorhombicity and are enhanced abruptly on cooling to below T s . Moreover, a sharp spin resonance develops in the superconducting state, whose energy (∼ 4 meV) is consistent with an electron boson coupling mode revealed by scanning tunneling spectroscopy 8 , thereby suggesting a spin fluctuation-mediated signchanging pairing symmetry. By normalizing the dynamic susceptibility into absolute units, we show that the magnetic spectral weight in FeSe is comparable to that of the iron arsenides 9, 10 . Our findings support recent theoretical proposals that both nematicity and superconductivity are driven by spin fluctuations 1, 2, [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Most parent compounds of iron-based superconductors exhibit a stripe-type long-range antiferromagnetic (AFM) order which is pre-empted by a nematic order: a correlation of electronic states which breaks rotational, but not translational, symmetry. Superconductivity emerges when the magnetic and nematic order are partially or completely suppressed by chemical doping or by the application of pressure 1, 6 . The stripe AFM order consists of columns of parallel spins along the orthorhombic b direction, together with antiparallel spins along the a direction. Similar to the stripe AFM order, the nematic order also breaks the fourfold rotational symmetry, which is signaled by the tetragonal to orthorhombic structure phase transition and pronounced in-plane anisotropy of electronic and magnetic properties 1, 6, [15] [16] [17] [18] . It has been proposed that nematicity could be driven either by orbital or spin fluctuations, and that orbital fluctuations tend to lead to a sign-preserving s ++ -wave pairing, while spin fluctuations favor a sign-changing s ± -wave or d-wave pairing [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 14, 19, 20 . However, as orbital and spin degrees of freedom are coupled and could be easily affected by the nearby stripe magnetic order, it remains elusive which of them is the primary driving force of nematicity [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] 14, 19 .
FeSe (T c ≈ 8 K) has attracted great attention not only because of the simple crystal structure (Fig. 1a) , 3 but also because it displays a variety of exotic properties unprecedented for other iron based superconductors. For example, the T c of FeSe increases to ∼40 K under pressure 21 or by ion/molecule intercalation 22 .
In addition, the T c of single layer FeSe thin film is as high as 100 K, which is significantly higher than in other iron based superconductors 23 . More interestingly, unlike most iron-based materials, the tetragonal to orthorhombic structural transition in bulk FeSe is not followed by a stripe magnetic order 7 , providing an exciting opportunity to elucidate the microscopic origin of nematicity and its interplay with superconductivity. The absence of stripe magnetic order in FeSe seems to cast doubt on the spin driven nematicity scenario. Moreover, recent nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements suggested that there were little spin fluctuations above T s in the tetragonal phase, which was also interpreted as a breakdown of the spin scenario 24, 25 . However, NMR only probes momentum-integrated spin fluctuations at very low energies (∼ 0.1µeV or lower). The momentum dependence of the higher energy spin fluctuations-especially at the energy scale close to the superconducting gap, which is believed to be more important in driving nematicity and superconductivity 11,14 -remains unknown. This issue could be addressed by inelastic neutron scattering measurements that probe spin fluctuations over a wide range of momentum and energy.
Neutron scattering studies on FeSe single crystals have been hampered by the lack of high quality samples with the correct phase. Recently, advances in crystal growth with vapor-transport and floating zone techniques have allowed us to grow FeSe single crystals which are significantly larger than what was previously available 26, 27 . The superconducting properties of our sample were characterized by DC magnetic susceptibility and resistivity measurements which show an onset T c of 8.7 K with a transition width of ∼0.3 K, indicating the high quality of the sample (Figs. 1b, 1c) . Clear kinks on magnetic susceptibility and resistivity associated with the tetragonal to orthorhombic structure transition are also observed close to 90 K.
We first use elastic neutron scattering to study the structural and magnetic ordering properties of our FeSe samples. A broadening of the (4, 0, 0) structural peak is observed below 90 K, indicative of the structural 4 phase transition from the tetragonal to orthorhombic symmetry (Fig. 2a) . The broadened line shape can be fitted with two Gaussian peaks since the sample has orthogonal twin domains and both (4, Conversely, the scattering at 2.5 meV is suppressed upon entering the superconducting state due to the opening of the superconducting spin gap (Fig. 2c ). The redistribution of the magnetic spectral weight across T c indicates that the spin excitations near (1, 0, 0) are closely related to superconductivity. In order to clarify the detailed momentum structure of the superconductivity-induced magnetic excitations, we have subtracted the signal of the normal state from that of the superconducting state and plot a 2D contour map interpolated from a series of Q-scans at 4 meV (Fig. 2e ). The outcome shows that the spin excitation spectra are very sharp with little anisotropy (within our instrumental accuracy). In addition to the results shown near (1, 0, 0), we also performed similar measurements in the second magnetic Brillouin zone near (2, 1, 0) associated with the stripe magnetic structure (Fig. 2e) . A similar signal is also observed, but with weaker intensity because of the decreased magnetic form factor. These results unambiguously demonstrate that the scattering that we observe here is pure magnetic fluctuation associated with stripe magnetism rather 5 than phonons as the scattering strength from phonons is related to (Q·ξ) 2 , where ξ is the polarization vector of the phonon. at different temperatures. The figure confirms that the spectral weight loss in the superconducting spin gap (< 3 meV) is compensated by a sharp resonance mode at around 4 meV. Moreover, the detailed temperature dependence of the scattering at 4 meV shows an order-parameter-like behavior and is clearly coupled to the occurrence of superconductivity (Fig. 4a) . The spin resonance mode has been interpreted either as a spin exciton within the superconducting gap arising from scattering between portions of the Fermi surface where the superconducting gap function has an opposite sign 14 or as a broad hump structure induced by overshoot in the magnetic spectrum above the superconducting gap in a sign-preserving s ++ pairing state 20 .
The sharp mode that we observed here is consistent with the spin exciton model as the mode energy (4 meV Although sharp and commensurate stripe spin fluctuations persist at all temperatures measured, the system remains paramagnetic at low temperature. Theoretically, it has been shown that the magnetic interactions in FeSe are much more frustrated than in iron arsenides and therefore prevent long-range magnetic order 11, 12 . Hence, it is informative to compare the magnetic spectral weight in FeSe with that of iron arsenide superconductors. We have calculated absolute units of the imaginary part of the dynamic susceptibility χ (Q,ω) by normalizing S (Q,ω) for the thermal population factor and the intensity of acoustic 6 phonons ( Fig. 3b and Supplementary Information) Having established the interplay between the spin fluctuations and superconductivity, we now turn to the impact of nematicity on the spin fluctuations. Previous NMR measurements suggested the absence of spin fluctuations above T s in the tetragonal phase 24, 25 . In contrast, our neutron scattering measurements show substantial spin fluctuations in the tetragonal phase (T = 110 K) (Figs. 3a, 2d ). We note that the energy dependence of the dynamical spin correlation function S (Q,ω) displays a spin gap-like feature at low energies at T = 110 K (Fig. 3a) , which is confirmed by the featureless Q-scan at 2.5 meV (Fig. 2c) .
These results agree with a theoretically predicted gapped nematic quantum paramagnetic state with low carrier density in FeSe (ref. 11), which naturally accounts for the absence of low energy spin fluctuations above T s suggested by NMR measurements 24, 25 . The most striking observation is that the spin fluctuations are enhanced abruptly in the orthorhombic phase at T = 11 K (Fig. 3a) . We note that the increase of the spin fluctuations is more pronounced at low energies. To determine if the increase of the spin fluctuation is indeed associated with the nematic order, we carefully measured the temperature dependence of the scattering at 2.5 meV, which is the lowest energy that can be measured in our thermal triple axis spectrometer with a reasonable background. Intriguingly, a comparison of the temperature evolution of the S (Q,ω) with the orthorhombicity δ(T ) = (a − b)/(a + b) reveals that the enhancement of the S (Q,ω)
is clearly coupled to the development of the nematic (orthorhombic) phase (Fig. 4b) . These results are consistent with the recent proposals (based on either itinerant or local moment pictures) that the nematic order is driven by spin fluctuations 1,2,11-13 . In a local moment model that frustrated magnetic interactions drive nematic order in FeSe, once the orthorhombic distortion develops, the effective nearest-neighbor 7 exchange couplings J 1x and J 1y become non-equal and the frustration is partially released, therefore making the system move toward the stripe ordered phase. As a result the spin fluctuations at the stripe ordering wavevector are enhanced. Note added: After we finished this paper, we became aware of a related preprint describing neutron is adapted from the X-ray diffraction data in ref. 7 . The inset shows the temperature evolution of χ (Q,ω) which also displays a kink at T s . We note that the decrease of the scattering intensity at 1.5 K is due to the opening of the superconducting spin gap (Fig. 3) . ( Fig. 3a) , PG(002) was used as the monochromator and analyzer. A PG filter was installed in front of the analyzer to eliminate the contamination from the higher-order neutrons. A correction was also made for monitor contamination by higher-order neutrons. For both triple axis spectrometers, the final neutron energy was fixed at E f =14.7 meV and no collimation was used.
It is interesting to

II. Raw data, background subtraction and absolute units normalization
For typical inelastic neutron scattering experiments, the background is momentum, energy and temperature dependent. SFig. 1 shows several representative raw Q-scans measured at various temperatures. Each Q-scan can be fitted by a single Gaussian peak on a linear background. The data presented in Fig. 2 are obtained by subtracting the linear background from the raw Q-scans.
SFig. 2 shows several temperature difference Q-scans [S (1.5K) − S (11K)] at 4 meV near the first Brillouin zone center (1, 0, 0) and the second Brillouin zone center (2, 1, 0). The 2D contour plot in Fig. 2e was interpolated from a series of such Q-scans. 
